The time has finally come!

Hello electees, and welcome back for your final meeting of the semester before your initiation into Tau Beta Pi! I hope you have had a fun time electing, and I am looking forward to see what you all can accomplish as actives of our chapter in the future!

Just a quick reminder that once again, make sure to sign up for initiation and banquet, as initiation is a required part of electing! That is all the news I have for you, so good luck in today’s meeting!

Best,
Alex de la Iglesia

---
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One Minute Reads: Game Shows!

- Game shows have been around a long time, since the first radio show Information Please and television show Spelling Bee, both in 1938. Since then, they have continued to grow in popularity. They typically consist of games in which contestants compete against each other for prizes or money, by answering trivia, solving puzzles, or playing games (hence the name “Game show”).

- Recently, the Wheel of Fortune, Jeopardy, Who Wants to be a Millionaire, The Price is Right, and our game today, Family Feud, have gained massive popularity. In the past, game shows have held lower priority in television programming, typically designated for daytime shows, but now some of these popular games get prime time showing.

TBP: The Best Puzzles

Can you get checkmate in 2 moves as white? (answers below)

Chess Puzzle 1: Move Queen to H5, check. Black has to move King to E7. Move Queen to E5, checkmate!

Can you make all 37 possible words using these letters, having to use the center letter? (the longest word is 10 letters and uses all letters, some multiple times)